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2019-20 Top of the Mind Global Political Economy Drivers



4 Key Drivers of Political Economic Outcomes in 2019

Populism

Global 

Economy and 

Trade 

Protectionism

Automation 

and 

Digitization

Climate 

Change
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The continuous rise of populism across the globe has been exacerbated by past global financial crisis, 

poor global economic performance, increasing unemployment and migration across the globe. There is 

a global rise in populist type policies and Bloomberg estimated that 43% of GDP in G-20 economies is 

now under the control of populist rulers, up from 8% in 2016. A key headline news in the last decade 

was United Kingdom’s referendum vote in June 2016 to leave the EU and the transition through the 

Brexit process in the years after the referendum.

The surge in trade protectionist policies and laws across the globe was headlined by the US and China 

trade spats and US trade impasse with other North America neigbours like Mexico and Canada. The 

trade wars greatly  impacted global economic performance in 2019. According to Bloomberg 

Economics estimate, the cost of the U.S.-China trade war could reach $1.2 trillion by 2021, with the 

impact spreading across the Asian supply chain. The trend is expected to continue in the new decade.

Automation and digitization are two technology aided trends that have and continue to redefine the 

political economic narrative across the globe. From eliciting strong national policy reactions, to 

influencing the pace of development re-defining the direction of the future of work and industrialization, 

2019 moved the world further on the automation and digitization continuum. It is estimated that close 

to four billion people are connected to the internet globally and McKinsey Global Institute estimated 

that by 2030, some 14% of the global workforce (375 million workers) may have to find new 

occupations. 

Researchers say a persistent increase in average global temperature by 0.04 degrees Celsius per 

year barring major policy breakthroughs, is set to reduce world real GDP per capita by 7.22% by 2100. 

Fires, storms and floods cost $150 billion in 2019 according to CNN. Insurance losses from bush fires 

in 2019 in Australia was $700 million Australian dollars ($481 million) based on records from Insurance 

Council of Australia. Climate change has become a key political economic factor of national and 

international development and will continue to dominate the headlines in the next decade.

Populism

Trade 

Protectionism
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and 

Digitization

Climate 

Change
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7 Key Drivers of Political Economic Outcomes for 2020

Populism and 

Geopolitical 

Crisis

Trade 

Protectionism Automation and 

Digitization

Climate 

Change

Geopolitical 

Risks and Oil 

Prices

Slow down of 

Global 

Economy and 

threat of Global 

Recession The New Normal

Global Public 

Health. 

Communicable 

& Infectious 

Disease Control
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The unabating economic struggles across the nations will provide further impetus for the growth of 

populism and populist leaders in 2020 and the next decade. The United Kingdom’s Brexit process 

and outcomes will also shape the narratives around the populism agenda going forward as many 

other nations eagerly await the fate of UK post Brexit. Expect the populist type political agenda and 

policies to dominate political economic discourse in 2020 and the next decade

1

Populism

The global order in the last decade promoted policies that favoured open markets, increased 

globalization, trade liberalization. But the end of the last decade witnessed the  emergence of the 

wave  trade protectionism and trade wars that sounded a death knell on the influence of the World 

Trade Organization. This trend has been championed by the US, the largest global economy and 

will continue into the new decade. 

The last year and decade heralded the dawn of the era of the fourth industrial revolution and 

associated disruptive technologies like Artificial Intelligence, blockchain technology, 5G technology, 

cloud computing and big data. Whilst the application of drones to day to day human activities in 

addition to the increasing relevance of cryptocurrencies, robotics and 5G in day to day conversation 

and operation were an exception in the last decade, automation and digitization will be the norm In 

the new decade!

The last decade and year witnessed the increase in global carbon emission,  global warming, ice 

melting, extreme weather fluctuations, catastrophic natural disasters,  destructive and consuming 

wild fires. Understandably climate change and the planet’s future was a regular global policy 

discourse agenda in the last decade and it will continue to dominate policy narratives in 2020 and 

beyond.

2
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Change
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The middle East, Iran-Iraq-Syria axis conflicts, religiously motivated terrorism, threat of Nuclear risks 

posed by North Korea, US internal political drama, China continued global economic expedition, the 

likelihood of more countries exiting the EU,  rising agitations against governments in Venezuela and 

other nations amongst others were the geopolitical economic events that dominated discourse in the 

last year and decade with attendant effect on stability of oil prices. The trend will continue in 2020 

and the new decade as economically and militarily advanced nations jostle for global economic and 

political domination with collateral damage on oil prices.

5

Geopolitical 

Risks and Oil 

Prices

The world had to deal with the challenge of the slowing down of global economic growth with many 

nations experiencing economic recession and meltdown in the last year and decade. It is expected 

that spiraling global debt burden, economic recession, declining development aid support to the 

under developed states and economic growth not matching population growth in most under 

developed nations will be front burner issues dominating the narratives in 2020 and beyond.

The emergence of infectious and communicable disease epidemic  like the Ebola Virus outbreak in 

2014, the 2003 SARS epidemic, the 2009 spread of novel H1N1 influenza and SARS outbreak in 

2002 and 2003 in China and the WUHAN virus in 2020 has brought the global challenge of 

infectious and communicable disease to the priority tray and attention of global leaders. 

Infectious and communicable diseases have assumed global political, economic and  national 

security risk of a nontraditional threat nature. Nations have therefore incorporated public health into 

their defense strategies and planning as they anticipate the security threat it poses to global and 

national security and economic growth and development. 

6
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Global Economic Growth Projections: 2019 Vs 2020 
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Projection For Nigeria
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Key Factors That Will Drive Global Oil Prices in 2020

US SHALE PRODUCTIONS OPEC CUTS & 

GEOPOLITICAL CRISIS AND 

RISKS

OPEC+, agreed to cut oil production 

by an additional 500,000 barrels per 

day (b/d) from January ,2020  

further deepening their previous cut 

of 1.2 million b/d. U.S. sanctions on 

Iran and the economic crises in 

many OPEC-member nations and 

Venezuela removed another 3 

million barrels a day from global 

markets. OPEC cut and supply to 

the market will impact prices in 

2020.

. 

RISING DEMAND FROM CHINA, INDIA 

& CLIMATE CHANGE FACTORS

Forecast from S&P Global Platts point to global 

oil demand growth accelerating to 1.26 million 

barrels per day in 2020, up from 0.95 million 

barrels per day growth in 2019.

Oil demand in India is projected to rise by 3.21 

percent in 2019 to 5.05 mb/d in 2020, 

exceeding the 2.37 percent oil demand growth 

by China, according to Oil Market Report by 

OPEC. Climate change is expected to also 

impact increase in demand and ultimately global 

oil prices

The forces of Demand and Supply

Increased output from shale 

production has helped the U.S. to 

become the world’s largest oil 

producer and one of the leading 

exporters.

The International Energy Agency 

projected in December 2019 that 

total U.S. oil production growth will 

slow to 1.1 million b/d in 2020, 

down from 1.6 million b/d in 2019. 

US Shale production will continue 

to influence the supply and demand 

dynamics and ultimately oil prices Sweat Your Asset Derivative Ltd ©Feb 2020 10



Global Economic Oil Prices Projections: 2019 Vs 2020 
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Nigeria
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The Major Political Economic Headlines in 2019

The 2019 Nigerian 

General Elections and 

impact on the 

Economy

Nigeria signing the 

AFCFTA

Nigeria’s closure of 

its land borders

Diaspora 

Remittances

The Rising Burden 

of Nigeria’s 

External Debt

Reforms in Tax and 

Financial Policies

New Presidential 

Economic Advisory 

Council (EAC) 
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The Nigerian Economic Wise Heads
• President Muhammadu Buhari constituted an Economic 

Advisory Council (EAC) to replace the previous 

Economic Management Team led by the Vice 

President. 

• The new team consist of economic experts that include:

1. Prof. Doyin Salami – Chairman

2. Dr Mohammed Sagagi – Vice-Chairman

3. Prof. Ode Ojowu – Member

4. Dr Shehu Yahaya – Member

5. Dr Iyabo Masha – Member

6. Prof. Chukwuma Soludo – Member

7. Mr Bismark Rewane – Member

8. Dr Mohammed Adaya Salisu – Secretary (Senior 

Special Assistant to the President, Development Policy

• There are huge expectations that this team will help 

redefine the economic planning trajectory and 

outcomes for Nigeria in 2020 and beyond.
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2019 General Elections and The 
Nigerian Economy

• The Nigerian 2019 General elections predictably impacted political and 
economic outcomes in the penultimate year before the elections and for 
most part of the election year. The policy and organs of governance in 2018  
and in the period leading to elections focused primarily on electoral 
brinkmanship at the expense of good governance. The casualty at both 
national and sub national levels was economic  growth  and prosperity.

• A notable and significant economic impact of the 2019 elections was the loss 
of investors confidence in the Nigerian economy as Investors shed N18.05 
billion ($50 million) on the Nigerian Stock Exchange ahead of 2019 
presidential elections in February 20191.

• In June 2019, the stock value loss was put at N480b2 and despite new 
listings like SAHCOL, MTN Nigeria Communications and Airtel, the Nigerian 
Stock Exchange All-Share index ended 2019 with a year to date loss of 
14.6%. This marked the second year straight of losses after it ended 2018 
with a loss of 17.81%3.

1. Pulse Business Insider- https://www.pulse.ng/bi/finance/investors-lose-dollar50-million-on-the-nigerian-stock-market-ahead-
of-the-2019/0mnkc0r

2. Business day- https://businessday.ng/lead-story/article/nigeria-stock-investors-lost-n480bn-in-june/

3. Nairametrics- https://nairametrics.com/2019/12/31/nigerian-stocks-close-2019-with-14-6-loss/

Sweat Your Asset Derivative Ltd ©Feb 2020
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Double Edge Sword of Economic  
Opportunities & Threat

• The African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) formed by The African 
Union was intended to create the world's largest free trade area.

• The AfCFTA brings together all fifty-five member states of the African Union 
(AU), creating a market of 1.2 billion people, with a combined GDP of $3.4 
trillion.

• It estimated that implementing AfCFTA will lead to around a 60% boost in 
intra-African trade by 2022.

• Only 16% of international trade by African countries takes place between 
African countries, according to research by the African Development Bank in 
2014 and the AfCFTA will present Africa with the opportunity to change the 
intra and inter Africa under trading narrative of African continent.

• Nigeria assented to the agreement in 2019 as the single largest economy in 
Africa. Whilst its portends great prospects for intra- African trade and 
increase Nigeria’s access to the African markets it also poses massive 
competitive threats to Nigeria’s local economy from more efficiently and 
competitively placed African import markets. 
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Border  Closure: Economic & Security Impacts
• Nigeria Africa’s largest economy with a GDP of $445b in 2019  closed its land 

border on August 19, 2019,  an unexpected policy decision that consequently had 
a ripple effects on the economy of its West African neigbours also producing 
collateral damage impact on the local Nigerian market. 

• Nigeria accounts for about half of West Africa’s population according to the World 
Bank.1 To underscore the comparative economic advantage Nigeria has over its 
West Africa neighbours, the GDP of Lagos state alone  at $136billion is the fifth 
largest in Africa after, Nigeria, South Africa, Egypt and Algeria. It dwarfs the likes 
of Kenya at $99b, Ghana at $68b and Ivory Coast at $45b.2 –

• It is therefore understandable why Nigeria accounts for nearly 20% of continental 
GDP and about 75% of the West Africa economy. Despite this dominance, its 
exports to rest of Africa are estimated at 12.7%, and only 3.7% of total trade is 
within the Economic Community of West African States.3 

• The chunk of trade in West Africa is largely informal and the informal trade sector 
throughout West Africa, and particularly in Benin, represents approximately 50 
percent of GDP (70 percent in Benin, in fact) and 90 percent of employment 
according to the Brooking Institute.

• The deleterious effect of the closure of Nigerian land borders on the economy of 
its West African neigbours who depended on Nigeria’s large economy and the 
massive market opportunities its teeming population presents has created political 
economic challenge to the prospects of the successful takeoff of AfCFTA .

1. World Bank- https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/nigeria/overview

2. Wikipedia- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_African_countries_by_GDP_(nominal)

3. AFDB- https://www.afdb.org/en/countries/west-africa/nigeria/nigeria-economic-outlook
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Nigeria- The High Points

• Due to subsidized Oil regime system in Nigeria, Petroleum products  
particularly the PMS traded at a significant discount of 59.7% in Nigeria 
(N145/litre), relative to the average in neighbouring West African 
countries (N360/litre).

• Nigeria had always served as the informal and illegal supply market for 
the petroleum products demand and need of its neighbours. And the 
border closure led to the decline in PMS consumption in Nigeria and the 
associated subsidy payment burden.

• The closure of the land borders by the Federal Government led to a 
drastic cut in the daily consumption of Petrol (Premium Motor Spirit) by 8 
million litres, from 60 to 52 million litres,. Sales of gasoline according to 
records in Nigeria also fell by 12.7% after the border closure.

• The associated economic impact on Nigeria was through the sizeable 
reduction in oil subsidy payment. Estimates suggest that the reduction in 
consumption as a result of the land borders closure, if sustained, could 
lead to subsidy savings of around 13.5 billion naira ($37 million) monthly 
and 162.1 billion naira annually1.

1. Border closure has mixed impact for Nigeria's economy-Sophie Bouillon; https://mg.co.za/article/2019-10-22-
00-border-closure-has-mixed-impact-for-nigerias-economy

Border  Closure: Economic & Security Impacts

Sweat Your Asset Derivative Ltd ©Feb 2020
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Nigeria- The High Points: 

• Nigeria has only 84 approved land border control posts but over 
than 1,400 illegal borders in the country. The porosity of Nigerian 
borders has variously been identified as a key factor contributing to 
the surge in criminal banditry activities across the Nigerian 
landscape.

• The closure of the borders according to the Nigerian government 
has greatly facilitated the ability of the different security agencies in 
providing security for lives and properties across Nigeria

• Proponents of the border closure in the Nigerian government have 
also alluded to the marginal increase in customs receipts through 
the ports.

• There are claims (unsubstantiated with data) that the border closure 
has had positive impact on the local production and patronage of 
agricultural products (like rice and poultry products in particular)  
and also other commodities that typically found their way their way 
illegally into Nigeria from its West African neighbours before the 
closure.

Border  Closure: Economic & Security Impacts
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Nigeria- The Collateral Damage: 

• The sudden land border closure policy by Nigeria also had 
unintended negative economic impact on Nigeria and Nigerians.

• The legitimate and formal trade export trade from Nigeria to the 
neighbouring West African states was directly affected by the 
closure as exporters goods from Nigeria to these nations were 
trapped within Nigeria.

• The closure also had direct impact on the prices of some essential 
commodities that were imported legally or smuggled into Nigeria 
through the land borders. The commodity most hit was rice with 
prices going up as much 65% above market prices before the 
closure as local production struggled to meet up with demand. 
Other products that were at the receiving end of the price hike in 
Nigeria were frozen meat products and groceries.

• On a macro economic level, the closure of border had an 
immediate headline inflationary impact on the Nigerian economy. 
Nigeria's annual inflation rate increased to 11.61 percent in 
October 2019 from 11.24 percent in the previous month, reaching 
the highest since May of 2018.

Border  Closure: Economic & Security Impacts
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Nigerian Land Border Closure-
Impact on West African 

Neigbours

Dozens of baskets of rotten tomatoes  abandoned by the side of the road in Grand-Popo, Benin. (Photo posted on Facebook by 
Yanick Folly). https://observers.france24.com/en/20191010-rotten-tomatoes-line-roads-benin-after-nigeria-closes-border

Sweat Your Asset Derivative Ltd ©Feb 2020 21
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Benin and Other Neighbours- Economic and Political

• Nigerian government land border closure policy dealt a devastating blow on the 
economic fortunes of all its West African neighbours. From Benin, to Niger, to Togo, 
to Chad and Ghana, the effect on the local economy and trade has been significant.

• Benin experienced massive agricultural product loss as 20 million tonnes of 
rice were stuck in Benin during the first seven weeks period of the border closure.

• A litre of imported contraband rose by about one euro in Benin ($1.10) since the 
borders were closed. There were rotten baskets of tomatoes lining the road from 
Benin to Togo as the Nigerian market for which they were intended remained in 
accessible due to the border closure. 

• The land border closure has also strained the political relationship between Nigeria 
and its West African neighbours and has raised apprehensions about the 
challenges ahead of the implementation of AfCFTA.  

• In Ghana, Nigerian businesses experienced a backlash from Ghanaian authorities 
as hundreds of Nigerian owned shops were closed down across different markets 
in Ghana in a reprisal and retaliatory response to the closure of land borders by 
Nigeria. Specifically in October 2019, Ghana Union of Traders Association called on 
citizens of the country to stop patronizing products that are imported from Nigeria.

• The angry Ghana Union of Traders Association resorted to citing section 27 of the 
Ghana Investment Promotion Centre (GIPC) Act 865 to support its clampdown on 
Nigerian businesses.

Border  Closure: Economic & Security Impacts

https://www.france24.com/en/20190929-benin-counts-the-cost-after-nigeria-shutters-border
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Diaspora Remittances- From 
Brain Drain to Wealth Gain

• Nigerians in the Diaspora remitted $25 billion to the country in 2019 

according the chairperson of the Nigeria Diaspora Commission1.  

• PwC estimated that US$22 billion was remitted in 2017 and US$23.63 

billion in 2018. The 2018 remittance represented 6.1% of Nigeria's 

GDP. The 2018 remittances also translated to 83% of the Federal 

Government budget in 2018 and 11 times the FDI flows in the same 

period.

• Nigeria accounts for over a third of migrant remittance flows to Sub-

Saharan Africa according to PwC. 

• They projected that migrant remittances to Nigeria could grow to 

$29.8 billion and $34.8 billion in 2021 and 2023 respectively2. 

1. Abike Dabiri-Erewa: The Chairman of the Nigerian Diaspora Commission

2. PWC-Strength from Abroad The Economic Power of Nigeria’s Diaspora- https://www.pwc.com/ng/en/pdf/the-economic-power-
of-nigerias-diaspora.pdfSweat Your Asset Derivative Ltd ©Feb 2020 23
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Nigeria’s Rising Debt Burden

NIGERIA’S TOTAL PUBLIC DEBT PORTFOLIO AS AT JUNE 30, 2019  IS $83,883b1

1. Nigerian Debt Management Office
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Financial and Tax Reforms 
and New Policies 

• The Nigeria Finance Bill 2019 was passed by the National Assembly in 
2019 and passed into law by President Buhari in January 2020. The 
objective of the bill, amongst other things are the following: 

1. to promote fiscal equity

2. align local laws with global best practices

3. introduce tax incentives for investments in infrastructure and the capital 
market as well as support small businesses in line with the ongoing 
Ease of Doing Business reforms.

• Also the FIRS announced that tax offices established for the 
administration of taxes for non-resident taxpayers will become operational 
by January 2020. The designated non-resident persons tax office 
(NRPTO) is designed to serve “non-resident taxpayers” – referred to as 
foreign companies as defined in the Companies Income Tax Act (Cap C2, 
LFN 2004 as amended).

• 2019 ushered in the enactment of new tax regimes and the review of 
some others. The take off and implementation timeline for many of the 
new tax policies and revised ones is year 2020.
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Political and Legal Outlook For 2020
• Supreme Court Rulings on Election Cases

• Increasing demand for Regional Autonomy/Sovereignty

• Constitutional and Legal Bickering on Regional Security 
and State Police 

• The Fate of detainees in Govt Custody
Sweat Your Asset Derivative Ltd ©Feb 2020 27
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• The establishment of Amotekun, the South West 

Regional Security initiative in the early days of 

2020 by the governors of the South West States 

has ignited different political, legal and 

constitutional debates. 

• Though tackling of insecurity was the headline 

objective behind its establishment, there is no 

doubt that it has brought to the fore the 

contentious issues of self rule, determination, 

regional governance and sovereignty in Nigeria. 

• The passions it has generated and the likelihood of 

other geopolitical regions adopting a similar model 

is a signpost of the constitutional and legal 

conversations that lies ahead in 2020..

The Political & Legal Outlook For 2020 & Beyond
2020 and the next decade present very interesting political-legal conundrum for Nigeria. The following
are the few headwind issues that will impact the political and legal conversations in Nigeria in 2020.

Release of detainees by the FG Emerging Sub National Govt Security 

Initiatives
Supreme Court Rulings

• The outcomes of the 

pending election cases 

before the Supreme court 

and ones that will still be 

brought to it will impact the 

political narrative and 

landscape in 2020 and set 

the tone for the next 

election cycle in 2022.

• The decisions of the courts 

will impact the stability of 

the political institutions, 

systems and ecosystem 

and shape governance 

outputs in 2020 and 

beyond.

• The release of Omoyele Sowore

and Retired Col. Sambo Dasuki by 

the Nigerian government in Dec 

2019 may have signposted what 

may still lie ahead in 2020 with 

other “detainees” in Government 

custody.

• it will be interesting to see how the 

unfolding tension and dynamics in 

the Middle East between the US 

and Iran impact on how the 

Nigerian Government manages 

the detention of Ibrahim El. 

Zakzaky and the agitation of its 

Shiite movement for his release.

Sweat Your Asset Derivative Ltd ©Feb 2020
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The Economic and Business Outlook For 2020 & Beyond

In 2020 Nigeria faces the headwinds of the challenge of growing the Nigerian economy against the backdrop of
increasing external debt burden. The ff will be the key Economic factors that will dominate the narratives.

2020 National Budget Fiscal, Monetary & Economic Policies Dangote Refinery & Fertilizer Plant 

• The 2020 budget is bullish in 

terms of its expectations and 

expectedly significantly 

leveraged as with the 2019 

budget with 21% of the 2020 

budget in deficit.

• The budget revenue 

expectations is strongly 

dependent on the effective 

implementation of Government’s 

new fiscal and monetary policies 

to serve as the fund feedstock 

for the 2020 budget.

• 66% of the revenue will be 

funded from non oil-sources in 

2020, which is a big plus for non-

oil revenue generation growth 

and drive.

• The signing of the 2019 Finance 

bill in January 2020 was a game 

changer for the Nigerian 

economy.

• The wider sectoral implications 

and impacts of the signed bill 

has not yet fully been articulated 

as the bill is currently undergoing 

rigorous analysis by all key 

stakeholders.

• The effective  implementation of 

the bill will definitely help expand 

Government’s revenue streams 

and base but it will also impact 

on the cost of doing business 

and living in Nigeria.

• The Dangote refinery is a 650,000 barrels per 

day (bpd) integrated refinery and 

petrochemical project scheduled to be 

completed by 2020.

• With an estimated investment of $12bn and a 

projected direct and indirect workforce of 

about 35,000 people, the Dangote Refinery 

and fertilizer Plant is an economic game 

changer for Nigeria.

• It will be interesting to see how the Refinery 

will influence the direction of policies in the Oil 

and Gas sector (particularly as it relates to 

the full deregulation of the downstream 

sector) and the value chain impact on other 

linkage sectors of the economy. 
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Nigeria 2020 Budget Highlights
Highlights and Headwinds
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2020 Budget Is N620.28 Billion Over 2019 For New Minimum Wage 

Infographics culled from BudgIT
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2020 Budget Deficit Outlook- 2020 Deficit is 21% Of Budget & 
15% of Budget is going to debt Funded
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Key Highlights of the 2020 Budget

1. The N2.47trillion Capital expenditure budget for 2020 is an impressive and
ambitious movement towards addressing the humongous infrastructural
development deficit in Nigeria required to propel economic growth and
development. For the engineering and built sector, the 2020 budget offers a
glimpse of hope for business growth and development.

2. The shift in Nigeria’s foreign borrowing policy from commercial to concessionary
type financing in the 2020 budget is also a welcome development for more efficient
debt management.

3. The creation of the North East Development Commission (NEDC) and the
significant funds allocated to it and the Niger Delta Development Commission,
(N38b and N81billion respectively) will go a long way in furthering the social
economic development of these two geo political zones if the budgeted and
disbursed funds are well utilized.

4. The allocation of N67.17b to ongoing railway projects and N210b for the
construction and rehabilitation of roads across every geo-political zones in Nigeria
will also help facilitate the development of the supply chain infrastructure across
the nation to drive economic growth and development. It will in addition help in
distributing the dividends of democratic governance to many Nigerians.

5. But it will come with the harrowing pains for Nigerians in the short term, as they will
have to deal with traffic congestions and construction related challenges
occasioned by the nationwide development project. The Logistics and supply
chain sector will be the hardest hit.Sweat Your Asset Derivative Ltd ©Feb 2020 35



Headwinds Ahead Of Nigeria With The 2020 Budget

1. The biggest challenge for the managers of Nigeria’s economy will be how to fund
the 2020 budget.

2. With a deficit of over 2trillion Naira, the managers of the economy are under
added pressure of not just sourcing funds to address the deficit budget but also
ensuring that all other projected revenues are realized as planned.

3. Another challenge for the managers of the economy will be how to achieve the
target inflation rate on the back of the 11.98% rate at the end of 2019.

4. Meeting the oil production and oil price targets will be a daunting challenge for
the managers of the economy in 2020 in the light of global economic instability,
the weakening of the influence of OPEC and unfolding crisis in the middle east.

5. It is essential that these targets are met to ensure effective funding of the 2020
budget.
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Headwinds Ahead Of Nigeria With The 2020 Budget

6. Keeping the official rate of the dollar at N305/$ may require the CBN to
aggressively defend the naira using the foreign reserves if the prices of oil falls
below budget forecast.

7. Against the backdrop of a depleting reserve which stood at 39b at the end of Dec
2019, down by $4b from the $43b closing balance as at Jan 31 2019, the CBN will
also have its own fair share of pressure to keep the reserves on a growth rather
than a decline trajectory..

8. Servicing Nigeria’s external debt obligations and keeping the budget profile under
manageable control is a top priority for the managers of Nigeria’s economy in 2020
and beyond.

9. The 2020 budget has allocated N2.43trillion for debt servicing which is just N40
billion short of the Capital expenditure for 2020. Nigerian economic managers will
be under pressure to ensure that there is demonstrable economic value return for
debts incurred and serviced.

10. The allocated budget to trade, industry , investment and Export development and
promotion is a paltry N17b.4 compared to the N450b projected oil subsidy for 2020
and N1.22trillion federally funded projects in the Oil and Gas sector to be
undertaken by NNPC on behalf Nigeria. Its an indication of weak Government
support for the non-oil export sector.
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Fiscal, Monetary and Economic Policies

Highlights
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The next few Slides are snapshots of the 
Key Highlights of the 2019 

Finance Bill. 
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These Taxes With Their Revised Provisions Will Impact

1

Company 

Income Tax

2

Value Added 

Tax

3

Personal 

Income Tax

4

Customs & 

Excise Tariff

5

Capital Gain 

Tax

6

Stamp Duties 

Act

7

Petroleum 

Profit Tax

8

Nigeria Police 

Trust Fund

in 2020
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1. Company Income Tax Act (CITA)
The following are the changes to the Company Income Tax and the 
way it will impact small-large corporate organizations;

• According to PWc1, the new provisions amongst other things attempts 
at modulating the tax exposure of businesses at their different level of 
operations thus: 

1. Small business entities with turnover less than N25m are to be 
exempted from Companies Income Tax forthwith. This is plus for 
entrepreneurial development.

2. A lower CIT rate of 20% to apply to medium-sized companies with 
turnover between N25m and N100m.

3. Minimum tax provisions amended to 0.5% of turnover and exemption 
only applies to small companies (less than 25m turnover), so non-
resident companies will now pay minimum tax.

4. Bonus of 2% of tax payable (medium-sized companies) and 1% for 
large companies for early payment of CIT.

5. Introduction of thin capitalization of 30% of EBITDA for interest 
deductibility. Any excess deduction can be carried forward for 5 years

1. 2019 Finance Bill: Sweeping changes to Nigeria's tax laws underway! 

https://pwcnigeria.typepad.com/files/finance-bill-2019.pdfSweat Your Asset Derivative Ltd ©Feb 2020 41
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2. Value Added Tax Act (VATA)
Nigerian economy is consumption-driven and as of 2018, 73% of Nigeria's GDP was 

made up of consumption expenditure. The VAT act therefore aims at generating 
additional revenue for government leveraging the relatively high consumption 
expenditure profile of Nigeria;

• VAT contribution to the nation’s GDP had declined from one per cent between 2010 and 
2013, to 0.8 per cent between 2015 and 2018.

• The Bill among other things has increased the rate of VAT from current 5% to 7.5%. 

• In addition it has Included the definition of “goods” and “services” and securities like 
shares under the new VAT act may be taxable.

• It also Introduced the revenue threshold of ₦25million for taxable persons required to 
register for VAT and file returns. Anyone or business therefore who does not fall within 
the revenue threshold of ₦25million would be exempted from registering, remitting, 
issuing tax invoice and collecting VAT.

• The act provided clarifications for what its classified as exported services as it defines 
“exported services” as “a service rendered within or outside Nigeria by a person resident 
in Nigeria to a person outside Nigeria”.

• Assets sold in a restructuring exercise are also exempted from VAT. Assets sold or 
transferred to a related party in a restructuring exercise provided such assets are not 
sold by the acquiring company within 365 days after the date of restructuring are also 
exempted.
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3. Personal Income Tax Act (PITA)
The Finance Bill 2019 amends sections 33, 49, and 58 of the Personal 
Income Tax Act and ensure;

• There is deletion of provisions that granted certain personal reliefs.

• Contributions to pension, provident and other retirement benefits fund, 
society or scheme would constitute allowable deductions for tax purposes.

• There is requirement for banks to obtain tax identification number (TIN) 
from customers. According to the Bill, “every person engaged in banking 
shall require that a person intending to open a bank account for the 
purposes of its business operations must provide a tax identification 
number as a precondition for opening such bank account or continued 
operation of a bank account”. 

• In the case of an account already opened prior to September 30th 2019, 
the bank shall require such tax identification number to be provided by all 
companies as a precondition for the continued operation of the bank 
account. 
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4. Customs & Excise Tariff 
The following are some of the key changes to the Customs & Excise in Nigeria;

• To incentivize  local production in Nigeria, the reviewed Customs and Excise acts as added 
“imported goods” to the list of items subject to excise duty. According the new regime” the existing 
bill is amended by substituting the words “ Goods manufactured in Nigeria and specified in the fifth 
schedule to this act shall be charged with duties of excise at the rates specified under Duty column 
in said schedule” with Good imported and those manufactured in Nigeria in Nigeria and specified in 
the fifth Schedule to this act shall be charged with duties of excise at the rates specified under the 
Duty Column in the said Schedule”.

• This may reinforce the enforcement of the payment of duties on imported personal goods 
and effects above N50,000.00 called Merchandise in Baggage a practice that predated the 
act! “For the avoidance of doubt, we are aware that many Nigerians complain about the allowable amount of 
N50,000.00, but until the law is changed, Nigeria Customs Service will continue to enforce the extant law that 
says personal effects shall not exceed the value of N50,000.00. Anything more than the approved value is 
considered Merchandise in Baggage, and therefore liable for duty payment,” Joseph Attah Customs PRO-
October 20192

• According to the NCS, Subject to the concessions in Section 3 and the conditions in Section 4, the 
following are admissible to exemption from import duty: 

1. “Personal and household effects, the property of and accompanying a passenger, to the extent 
permitted by the Board and subject to any condition imposed by it

2. Unused personal effects, the property of a passenger and gifts not exceeding a value of 
N50,000.00 (Excluding Jewelry, Photographic Equipment, Electronic and other luxury goods) and 
articles for which specific concessions are1

1. Passenger’s concessions, Nigerian Customs Service  -https://customs.gov.ng/?page_id=3073

2. Imported personal item above N50,000 attracts duty, says Customs- https://guardian.ng/business-services/imported-personal-

item-above-n50000-attracts-duty-says-customs/
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5. Capital Gain Tax
Some of the key changes to the Capital Gain Tax in Nigeria;

• Capital Gain Tax (CGT) is a tax on the profit obtained from disposal or exchange of 
certain kinds of assets. The amendments to the Nigerian Capital Gain Tax has 
impacts on sales or transfer of assets to a Nigerian company in take over and also 
on the capital Gain Tax levied on compensation as a result of loss of employment.

• Tax on Asset Sale or Transfer to a Nigerian Company in a Take Over- Section 
32

o Under the new bill, Sections 32 and 36 (2) of the Capital Gains Tax Act are now 
abolished to grant exemption of tax on “gains arising from takeovers”. The 
exemptions cover the sale or transfer of assets in the sale or transfer of a trade or 
business to a Nigerian company. 

o This exemption or concession however does not cover the sale of such assets 365 
days after its acquisition by the company to which it was sold or transferred.

• Tax on Loss of Income Compensation – Section 36(2)

o The bill has provided Capital Gain relief for compensation for loss of employment 
not in excess of N10m. The implication is that any loss of employment 
compensation in excess of 10m will be subject to Capital Gain Tax. Loss of 
employment compensation below N10m under the new bill is treated as Termination 
benefit rather than terminal benefit which would have made it taxable under the PIT
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6. Stamp Duty Tax
Some of the key changes to the Stamp Duty Tax in Nigeria;

• The new bill has amended sections 2 and 89 of the Stamp Duties 
Act. The new Bill has raised the threshold for payment of stamp 
duties and also expanded the transaction instrument that will be 
subject to stamp duty payment.

• According to the bill the stamp duty will be charged  on “receipt’ 
which includes any note, memorandum, writing or electronic 
inscription whereby any money, or any bill of exchange or 
promissory note for monies is acknowledged or expressed to have 
been received or deposited or paid….”.

• In essence electronic transactions are also now subject to 
stamp duty payment. 

• But the bill has introduced a one off stamp duty of N50 to be paid 
on transactions or transfers of N10,000.00 and above.

• The bill also excludes share transfers and payments made in a 
Regulated Securities Lending (“RSL”) transaction from the payment 
of stamp duty.
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7. Petroleum Profit Tax

Some of the key changes to the Petroleum Profit 
Tax in Nigeria;

• The bill seek to ensure dividends paid out of 
petroleum profits are subject to withholding tax.

• The new bill has repealed section 60 of the previous 
provisions of the Petroleum Profits Tax Act that 
exempted dividends paid out of after-tax profits which 
enabled upstream operators to enjoy tax free returns 
on their investment. 

• Oil and Gas upstream investors will pay more tax 
and it will impact on the Shareholder Value Return 
in 2020 and beyond. 

• The new bill effectively introduces Withholding Tax 
("WHT") of 10% on dividends paid out of the profits of 
companies engaged in petroleum operations in 
Nigeria.
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8. Nigeria Police Trust Fund    
(Establishment) Bill 

The Nigeria Police Trust Fund (Establishment) Bill "Police Trust Fund Act" or 
"the Act") establishes the Nigeria Police Trust Fund to provide funds for, inter 
alia, the training and welfare of personnel of the Nigeria Police Force.

• The federal government, through the Federation Account Allocation Committee (FAAC), will 
contribute 0.5% while businesses operating in Nigeria pay a levy of 0.005% out of their net 
profits.

• For a business with a net profit of N2 billion in a year, it will pay a levy of N100,000 (which is 
0.005% of the sum).

• The money will be deposited into an investment income account. The income generated 
from the fund is exempt from income tax.

• The fund will be used to purchase equipment and machinery, construct police stations and 
provide living facilities including quarters or barracks for the police officials.

• It will also cater for training and retraining of police officers for intelligence gathering and 
other security activities.

• A board will be established to administer the fund, making investment decisions, control 
and provide the legal framework for the management and control of special interventions. 
The affairs of the fund will be in the custodian of the Ministry in charge of Police Affairs and 
chair by the Minister as well as other members.
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Other Policies With Impact on 
the Economy
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Recapitalization Policy in The Financial 
Services Sector

• It is expected that the financial sector in Nigeria will experience a wind of 
recapitalization as the respective regulators attempt at repositioning the financial 
services to be able to provide the financial impetus to drive economic growth 
and development aspirations of Nigeria.

• The insurance sector and microfinance banking sub sectors recapitalization 
process started in 2019 and should be completed in 2020. 

• NAICOM the insurance regulator extended the recapitalisation deadline for 
insurance companies earlier slated for June 30, 2020 to December 31, 2020.

• CBN has set April 30, 2020 for the recapitalization of microfinance Banks in 
Nigeria. 

• It is expected that the Banking sector recapitalization process will follow suit in 
2020 as the CBN plans to lead the economy into double-digit growth, single-digit 
inflation, $12 billion non-oil exports by 2023 and raising financial inclusion to 95 
per cent level by 2024 while retaining the managed-float exchange rate.

• Therefore, expect a gale of mergers and acquisitions across the financial 
services sector. These may come with attendant impact on employment 
and labour mobility. Also expect rounds of private and public fund raising 
by many of the players in the sector
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Federal Road Toll Policy To Return
• In 2019, the Nigerian government hinted at the change in policy on 

tolling of Federal Roads in Nigeria. 

• The policy to abolish tolls or as it were, dismantle toll plazas was 
implemented during the tenure of President Obasanjo but it is staging a 
comeback in 2020 and beyond

• As the Nigerian government explores innovative strategies to fund its 
infrastructural development agenda, road tolling has become an 
attractive option for the government and Nigeria’s infrastructure 
development managers in sourcing revenues for government to execute 
on its road infrastructure development agenda.

• Hopefully the government will also explore innovative technologies in 
the design and construction of contemporary and efficient toll designs 
that will facilitate efficient administration of the tolls,  ease traffic, 
payment and tolling operations.

• Nigerians should brace up to pay more for good roads in 2020 and 
beyond. And the attendant impact will be on the rise in logistics 
cost but with gains in efficient transportation system. 
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Let there Be Light- But Its Will Cost You More in 2020
• Effective from April 1, 2020, Nigerian electricity consumers (residential, commercial and industrial) 

will pay more for electricity as Nigerian Electricity Regulatory Commission (NERC), has approved 

the immediate review of electricity tariffs

• The category of consumers classified as residential (R1) are the only ones excluded from the 

review as the N4 per kWh they pay was left unchanged. A sample tariff increase for residential 

consumers is presented below:
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Naira Devaluation??
• The Nigerian Government has reiterated 

its resolve not to devalue the Naira in the 
face of depleting external reserves and 
unstable oil prices which has forced it to 
adopt a policy of defending the Naira 
using the external reserves.

• But the CBN Governor gave a trigger 
point for likely case for devaluation of the 
Naira and when as a policy option it will 
become an impossible choice for Nigeria 
to ignore. 

• According to him the devaluation of 
the Naira will occur if and when “the 
Nigerian external reserve hit $25 
billion to $30 billion, and oil prices are 
at $50 to $45.

• Monitor the level of reserve and oil prices 
in 2020!
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Dangote Refinery and Fertilizer Plants
The Game Changer!!!
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Dangote Refinery- The Game Changing Profile

Capacity

• 650,000 barrels per day (bpd) integrated refinery

• Refinery complex is being developed on a 2,635ha site on the Lekki Free Zone 

• Estimated to gulp $12bn investment 

• $2.5 billion fertilizer plant, 

• 47-day storage capacity

• 838 KTPA polypropylene plant, 

• The world's second largest urea plant, 

• The largest sub-sea pipeline infrastructure in the world, 

• World-scale gas treatment stations, 

• World-class petrochemical complex, 

• 480 MW power plant in refinery and fertilizer complex, and 

• 500 KTPA polyethylene plant

• Expected to generate 9,500 direct and 25,000 indirect jobs.

• Expected to save Nigeria about $10 billion in foreign exchange when completed.

Products It is expected to produce 

1. 10.4 million tonnes (Mt) of gasoline, 4.6Mt of diesel, and 4Mt of jet fuel a 

year.

2. 0.69Mt of polypropylene, 0.24Mt of propane, 32,000t of Sulphur, and 0.5Mt of 

carbon black feed annually
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Key Questions Dangote Refinery Poses To Nigeria and Govt

How does Dangote 

source its feedstock. Is 

it going to be from 

Nigeria or externally? If 

from Nigeria will be 

Crude Oil Swap or 

sales?

What will happen to 

Government 

Downstream 

deregulation and oil 

subsidy Policy?

If Dangote buys feedstock 

from Nigeria and sells to 

Nigeria what price 

regimes will apply and 

who buys from him. 

Government or private 

businesses? 

How will Dangote move the 

products if it sells to Nigeria? 

What environmental impact 

and logistics challenge will 

moving products through 

tens of thousands of trucks  

pose to the existing 

transportation system in 

Lekki, Lagos and Nigeria?

What economic 

impact from forex 

perspective will 

Dangote Refinery 

have on the larger 

Nigerian economy?

What will be the fate of 

the Downstream sector 

in Nigeria and the 

traditional players. 

What is next for 

Nigeria's existing 

Refineries?
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2020 Nigerian Outlook Synopsis 
and Prognosis
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Technology Outlook Synopsis and Prognosis for 2020

The Blooming Horizon for Fintech and Ride Hailing Sectors Revolution in Nigeria
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The Emergence and Rise of the Fintech 
Revolution in Nigeria

• The Financial Technology(FinTech) sector in Nigeria took a while to get noticed but in 
the last few years, its becoming the game changing, operating landscape redfining sub 
sector of the financial services industry in Nigeria.

• From the pioneer purely FinTech companies and products in Nigeria (that include 
Interswitch, Etranzact and Remita which were essentially payment solution service 
providers) the FinTech industry in Nigeria has become the disruptively innovative 
segment helping to drive financial inclusion and innovative service delivery in the 
Nigerian financial service sector.

• According to Efina1 there are over 250 FinTech firms in Nigeria offering a bouquet of 
services clustered around 9 different areas but in Nigeria they are mainly categorized 
around 6 main clusters namely Digital Retail Lending, Payments, Payment 
infrastructure, Savings, Digital Retail Trading and others.

• Nigerians are conversant with Paga, Cellulant, Renmoney, Kudi, paystack and many 
new entrants who not only provide payments services but also give collateral free loans 
in record time filling a void in the retail credit market that the traditional banking 
institution failed to effectively address.

• In 2019 November alone Nigeria (arguably) became Africa’s unofficial capital for fintech 
investment and digital finance startups as $360 million was invested in Nigerian-focused 
payment ventures. That is equivalent to roughly one-third of all the startup VC raised for 
the entire continent in 20182. 

1. https://www.efina.org.ng/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/EFInA-FinTech-Report-Global-and-Nigeria-Landscape.pdf

2. https://techcrunch.com/2019/12/01/africa-roundup-nigerian-fintech-gets-360m-mints-unicorn-draws-chinese-vc/
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• A notable trend about the investment into the FinTech in November 2019 is that more than half — or $170 million —

of the funding to Nigerian fintech ventures in November came from Chinese investors3.

• Not only are FinTechs the financial services and technology investment attractive vehicle into Nigeria and the 

African markets they are also providing tons of new jobs and more importantly many of the new entrant firms 

championing this disruptive revolution are led by young industrious and enterprising Nigerians. 

• Many of the outlook on Nigeria for 2020 look realistically challenging and filled with headwinds, but the FinTech's 

provide a silver lining aperture into the opportunities and possibilities for Nigeria in 2020 and beyond!

The Future of Nigerian Financial Services is looking Very FinTech Skewed!!!

3 https://techcrunch.com/2019/12/01/africa-roundup-nigerian-fintech-gets-360m-mints-unicorn-draws-chinese-vc/
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How The Ride Hailing Revolution Has Disruptively Redefined The 

Nigerian Passenger Transportation Industry Rules of Engagement
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• From Motocycles, to boats to cars and to buses, the ride hailing 
revolution has taken over the passenger transportation sector in many 
Nigerian cities. And wait for this; the traditional taxi drivers and 
transporters are not finding it funny!

• Across many Nigerian cities Uber and Bolt who are established 
foreign owned ride hailing players are been giving a ride for their 
money by local players . And trust the enterprising Nigerian spirit to 
extend the ride hailing revolution to motorcycles in traffic endemic 
cities like Lagos and even boat rides in Lagos.

• Apart from meeting the transportation needs of many Nigerians, the 
ride hailing services have also provided millions of jobs for Nigerians 
of all ages in addition to becoming a passive investment vehicle for 
many more. And many of them are startups run by young Nigerians!

• In the cab hailing sector, the likes of Oga Taxi, to Jekalo, to GidiCab, 
to Rideme Taxi have come to prove that the Uber and Bolt model can 
be successfully domesticated and executed in Nigeria.

• And Uber is also planning to partner with Lagos state government to 
run city shuttle services. This is a signpost of what may happen in 
other big cities with good road network in Nigeria

The Passenger Transport Business Has 
been Permanently Disrupted!
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• Operators like Uber and Gokada are also extending the services to boat rides in Lagos. 

• And many of the newer operators have taken advantage of the chaotic and endemic traffic situation in 
many Nigerian cosmopolitan cities and the urban populace desire to also get around quicker to launch 
the motorcycle hailing services.

• And these new entrants are also raising tons of Venture Capital funds. Of note was On-demand 
motorcyle ride-hailing startup Gokada raising $5.3-million Series-A round led by San Francisco-based 
Rise Capital in May 2019.

• MAX.ng another Nigerian startup motocycle on-demand hailing company raised $7M in 2019 led by 
Novastar Ventures, with participation from Japanese manufacturer Yamaha.

• However, the sector must have to quickly find “political economic” solutions to deal with the gale of 
policy headwinds banning or restricting the commercial use of bikes/tricycles in Lagos and other parts of 
Nigeria if the early growth promise and potential of the cycle ride hailing sub sector is not going to fizzle 
out and the venture capital investments into the sector will not be wasted.  

The Ride Hailing Sector is another Silver Lining in the gloomy economic horizon and 
outlook of Nigeria in 2020! You ain’t seen nothing Yet!!!
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Political  Outlook Synopsis and Prognosis

1. On the international front,

Nigeria’s closure of its land

borders portends heavy

headwinds for the

implementation of the

AFCFTA.

2. Sustained closure of the

borders in the long term

may impact Nigeria’s

political and economic

relationship with its West

African neigbours.

3. If the borders remain

unopened, other countries

may also adopt retaliatory

measures against Nigeria

and Nigerians

1. The establishment of the Western Nigeria

Security Network codenamed

(Amotekun) has stirred the legal and

constitutional hornets nests as it

reopened the debate around our type of

federalism and the relationship between

the National and sub national

government. Expect more regions and

states to take a cue from the SW as the

sub National government actors explore

both constitutional and political strategies

to establish autonomous security

infrastructures.

2. The Government will also have to find a

lasting solution to deal with current

security challenges in Nigeria that include

the Boko Haram, Farmer- Herder Crisis,

the violent clashes with the Shiite Islamic

Movement in Nigeria’s, banditry, surge in

kidnappings and violent crimes across

the nation.

AFCFTA SECURITY

1. The political brinkmanship and maneuverings 

for the 2023 elections started in 2019 and will 

continue to gather momentum and intensity form 

year to year..

2. Of significant interest will be the political 

intrigues and orchestrations around succession 

and battle for prominence in the 2 dominating 

political parties ahead of 2023 elections.

3. The setting up of the Economic Advisory 

Council (EAC) by the President in 2019 to 

replace the Economic Management Team 

(EMT) headed by Professor Osinbajo was a 

major development that generated a lot of 

political reactions. 

4. It will be interesting to see how the ruling party 

is able to manage the emerging ambitions and 

aspirations of its key stakeholders between now 

and 2023 elections and how other political 

groups evolve their opposition agenda and 

strategy.

2023 ELECTIONS
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Economic Outlook Synopsis and Prognosis

1. The economic growth prognosis

for 2020 is bearish with a lower

growth projection of 2.93% below

2019 3.01% projection.

2. The implementation of the new

Finance policy whilst a big boost to

Govt revenue sourcing strategies

however may put a strain on the

ease of doing business in Nigeria

as tax authorities focus on revenue

generation compliance.

3. Inflation rate is likely to rise as a

results of new fiscal, monetary and

economic policies of the Nigerian

Government

4. The depletion of the external

reserves and the consequence on

Nigeria’s economy in the face of

dip in oil prices will influence

decisions around devaluation of

the Naira

ECONOMIC GROWTH FUNDING 2020 BUDGET BANKING SERVICES COST

.1. The 2020 Budget Deficit represent 21% Of 

2020 Budget, about 1.52 per cent of the Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) & 15% of 2020 

Budget is going to debt Funded.

2. The signed Finance Bill of 2019 is a key policy 

instrument to drive higher government 

revenues as government plans to double the 

current tax collection rate of about 6% of GDP 

in 2020.

3. The effective funding of Government activities 

in 2020 will depend on the realization of the 

2020 budget assumptions around oil prices, oil 

production and non oil revenue targets being 

met.

4. The Federal Government’s borrowing plan for 

2020 will take Nigeria’s total public debt 

portfolio to about N27.62 trillion. The growing 

debt burden will be a major concern for all 

economic management stakeholders.

5. Its noteworthy that the 2020 debt repayment 

allocation of Nigeria is roughly about the same 

value with its capital expenditure allocation.

1. Since January 1, 2020, a graduated fee scale for 

electronic transfers replaced the current flat fee of 

N50 began, as transfers below N10,000 now 

attract a maximum charge of N10; transfer from 

N5001 – N50,000, N25; and transfers above 

N50,000, N50.

2. ATM charges after third withdrawal from other 

banks’ machines within a month are reduced to 

N35 from N65. The charge for hardware token 

will be on a cost-recovery basis subject to a 

maximum of N2,500 from previous maximum 

charge of N3,500, while the fee for SMS 

mandatory alert will be on cost recovery from 

previous maximum charge of N4. 

3. Bill payment via e-channels will attract a 

maximum charge of N500 from 0.75 per cent of 

the transaction value subject to a maximum of 

N1,200.

4. All of these are meant to provide some cost relief 

to financial services consumers
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2020 OUTLOOK SYNOPSIS & PROGNOSIS FOR PRIVATES & CORPORATES

.

PRIVATE CITIZENS  CORPORATES

1. Several provisions in the newly signed finance bill and associated 

banking reforms aimed at reducing the cost of financial services will 

bring some measure of relief to the average Nigerian.

2. But other provisions of the new fiscal and monetary policies 

suggest that the cost of living of the average Nigerian will go 

north in 2020 and Nigerians will pay more for the cost of goods 

and services in 2020! This is an inevitable outcome.

3. Direct factors driving this will be the significant 50% rise in VAT 

(which is justified when compared with rates across the world)  and 

the upward review in electricity tariffs.

4. Despite the approval of a new minimum wage, the prospects for 

higher inflation rate and commodity prices in 2020 is very high.

5. The disposable income of Nigerians will suffer a dip and according to 

a CBN1 survey in 2019, the purchasing power of Nigerians will likely 

drop in 2020.

6. Also Nigerians will be more tax scrutinized with the provision of the 

finance bill that require Tax Identification Number of account opening 

with banks.

7. The TIN provision may also impact the level of financial inclusion as 

many Nigerians may avoid the formal financial services sector to 

avoid or mitigate their tax exposure.

1. https://www.cbn.gov.ng/Out/2020/STD/Q4%202019%20CES%20REPORT.pdf

1. The cost of doing business and ease of doing business will be the 

most impacted operational concerns of organizations in 2020.

2. Newer provisions of the signed Finance bill addresses the need for 

tax relief for smaller organizations as opposed to a one size fit all tax 

regime of the past.

3. But the increase in VAT and in Electricity Tariffs will greatly impact on 

the cost of doing business and running all types of organization in 

Nigeria.

4. Businesses in the manufacturing sector will definitely transfer the 

higher cost of doing business to their goods and services to be borne 

by their customers and where they do not, the quality and quantity of 

such services may drop to reflect the cost of operations.

5. It is not unlikely that many businesses may go bankrupt and some 

others may scale down their operations. 

6. The expectations that Banks and other financial services sectors will 

commence and complete their recapitalization exercises respectively 

in 2020 may also lead to mergers, acquisitions and folding up of 

organizations in 2020.

7. There is a high probability a lot of these restructurings may come 

with attendant employee rightsizing exercise leading to loss of 

employment
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